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UBERMOSH is a fast-paced arcade series that started in 2015 and was shaped by the amazing community's feedback each new
volume.

SANTICIDE, the sixth volume, adds new elements to the extensively tested gameplay. A must buy for arcade and top-down
enthusiasts.

Each match lasts 90 seconds and the quest is surviving in a gun-filled pit while defeating as many enemies as you can.
Choose the Class Mods and Powers that fits best your playstyle, or do the opposite to polish your reflexes. Classic, Hardboiled
and Santicide mode setups how fast the pit will fill. Rank and Achievements keep you on track beating your previous scores.

Welcome back, to UBERMOSH.
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Just started playing now, and it took very little time to get guuud. Love this type of game, but unfortunately, my favorite
playstyle, the Kensai, is REALLY strong. Was able to manage an S rank in all of the games, on my first or second attempt. My
only complaint is that the defensive style of Kensai is too much for the enemies XD I wouldn't like to see it nerfed, but maybe
enemies that would be more of a challenge, specifically for Kensei? Like enemies that have to be directly meleed to be killed? I
know this would conflict with the Gunners lack of melee, but maybe this enemy only appears for the Kensei? Otherwise, a
fantastic list of games to play if you want to burn some time! Gonna go earn all the badges now :D. sancticide gunner class will
eat you alive.. Awesome and fun game. Definitely worth buying.. for 4 bucks, the amount of unbridled fun from this game is
more than worth the price. the best thing about this game is it's minimal wait time, barely a moment passes after you die before
you can go at it again, keeping the sacred pace up. a beautifully implemented, simple gimmick of reflecting shots with your
sword feels satisfying, movement is unhindered, everything about this game is just right. great name too. cool if youre really
edgy. Great time-killer. Reminds of the amazing snes games - no fancy cutscenes, no forced rpg, no bs. Open the game play it
have fun and that's it.
. Fun and straightforward game.
The only con is the settings. There is no settings. You can't even adjust the audio volume or turn on/off controller vibration.
Recommend on sale.. The Ubermosh series is a high-octane, adrenaline fueled murderfest that is so hardcore and exhilerating
that science has yet to develop levels to adequately quanitfy it.
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It's a good game,but so hard to me....... Every once in a while a new Ubermosh game appears in my library randomly. Thank you
Walter Machado, this is one of my favorite games. I hope one day we can see the Ubermosh series flesh out into a full blown
Hack n Slash RPG and s h i t...one can dream, right?. Dark souls is almost like an Ubermosh of RPGs difficulty wise ;).
UBERMOSH, the best game series ever played in steam.
Addictive game play with simple control, dynamic weapons with various classes and the soundtrack is absoultely awesome.
There may be one who doesn't know this game but no one can play this only one time, so help me God.. Got the entire series for
$1.50 on fanatical, bought this one straight away. Yeah there is not much more to the game beyond what you see but I enjoy the
game in the same way I enjoy devil daggers. It's a small enough, refined enough, and simple but challenging enough that you can
see yourself getting better with each run, and that's what makes the game worth while.
Because it is such a simple concept it has extremely tight controls and feels really good.
It's like 2 dollars just get it if you think you might like it, cause you will.. Currently its the best UBERMOSH series. Alot of
cutting skills and lazer beams!. Off first impressions alone the sound track is amazing, the multiple play styles that are available
are all interesting and the missions alone are challengeing but fun. I can feel that this game will have a lot of re-playability for
me.
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